
Call for Round Tables

In addition to Lumen International Conference Logos Universality Mentality Education Novelty

(LUMEN 2013), the following round tables are organized:

Phototherapy and Video Interaction in Social Work Practice

The papers will be published in an extensive volume in one of our partner publishing houses for the

round table section of the conference and not in the conference proceedings. The submission of

papers is made via email at prlumen2@gmail.com with the specification For the Round

Table Phototherapy and Video Interaction in Social Work Practice. The participant must also

attach in this email his/her CV.

Challenges and Dilemmas in Current International Relations

Within this Round Table, communications will be presented in the domain of international relations;

papers that present topics of interest regarding the new challenges of the current international

relations will have priority: changes in the Middle East and Arab world; the global crisis; debt crisis in

EU; the rise of China in international relations; the position of USA in the current geopolitics;

bipolarism or multipolarism in international relations; the new strategy in international relations of

Russia; EU – federal state or union of sovereign states; the issue of sovereignty in EU; the entry of

Turkey and possible new enlargements waves of EU.The submission of papers is made via email at

prlumen2@gmail.com with the specification For the Round Table Challenges and Dilemmas in

Current International Relations. The participant must also attach in this email his/her CV.



Romania and the European Democratic Model between Assumption and Constetation.

Political – Institutional and Cultural - Historical Issues (1918-1990)

The manner in which the Romanian state receives the democratic values after 1918 represents a

sequence of the great European ideological debate on sustainability of the Western democratic

model. Understood as a sum of modernized factors, the democratic values penetrate the Romanian

society on multiple paths, colliding with identity models, which in turn are trying to block their

influence, being able to speak in this respect about a confrontation between democracy and

nationalism. Echoes of this confrontation will be pursued at different levels of the Romanian society,

between 1918 and 1990, taking into account the historical and doctrinal dimension (political parties),

the conceptual-organizational dimension (state institutions), the mental and cultural dimension (social

representations, cultural-ideological projects).

The submission of papers is made via email at prlumen2@gmail.com with the specification For the

Round Table Romania and the European Democratic Model between Assumption and

Constetation. The participant must also attach in this email his/her CV.

The papers will be published in an extensive volume in one of our partner publishing houses for the

round table section of the conference and not in the conference proceedings.

We invite persons interested in participating at round tables to propose a title and theme for

this event at the following address: prlumen2@gmail.com.

Important!

The coordinator of a round table is also responsible for the coordination of the volume. The

proposal or participation to a round table is conditioned by registering to Lumen International

Conference Logos Universality Mentality Education Novelty (LUMEN 2013) with a paper (different

from that included in the Round Table) to one of the sections: oral/ virtual/ poster.

The papers will be published after they undergo a peer-review process.

The papers submitted for a round table must be developed on the specific theme of each round

table, as the papers published will be strictly correlated with this theme.



A round table will include between 10 and 15 papers. When submitting the proposal for a round

table, the nominator must have at least 5 papers (from 5 different authors) for proposal; he will make

the selection of the rest of participants to the round table together with the reviewers of the

conference.

Requirements:

The email of the nominator of the Round Table:

The name and surname of the nominator of the Round Table:

Academic title:

Institutional affiliation:

The title of the Round Table proposed:

The description of the Round Table (like an abstract, between 400 and 600 words):

The President of the Round Table, if known:

The participants of the Round Table, if known:

The deadline for submitting proposals is 15th of December 2012.

The selection of proposals will be done by an international scientific committee.

The organizers of the round table must inform the Organizing Committee of the Conference

regarding the number of participants, until 1st of March 2012.

A round table can have 1 or two coordinators.

The organizers of the round table are also responsible for participants to their round table to register

in time for the Conference and pay all fees.

The publication fee of the volumes resulting from the round tables is 100 € for each paper. A

participant can submit maximum 2 papers/ per round table.

The partner publishing houses that will publish the volumes are:

Lumen Publishing House, Romania (accredited CNCS, accredited CNADTCU);

LAP Lambert Publishing, Germany (accredited CNCS, accredited CNADTCU as publishing house

with recognized international prestige);

Cambridge Scholars Publishing, United Kingdom.




